
4P S FOR BREADTALK

Using the 4Ps, evaluate the current. marketing mix strategy of BreadTalk,. and discuss its implications for the decline in
sales. Products Place.

This build up the image and increase efficiency of BreadTalk. Bread Society is designed to offer artisanal
European-inspired breads to cater for western-preferred customer, and higher income customers. How to
Determine Your Ideal Marketing Mix In order to best serve the market and in turn drive as much revenue as
possible, businesses must determine the ideal combination of the factors discussed above to create an ideal
marketing mix. These countries have lesser competitor and may have higher demand, thus it stabilize brand
name. Use of their own brand plastic bag, pamphlet and coupons also serve as a type of promotion to attract
new customers wherever and whenever the name carries it. They also have Teochew traditional pastries for
Teochew customers. Information obtain at BreadTalk Business Review [ 15 ]. With their constantly effort in
developing new products, BreadTalk is able to distinguish themselves from the public. By this, it attracts
customers to buy more. By this way, BreadTalk can still sell their Pork Floss Bun in their existing shop, and
having another shop to cater to Muslim needs. Share your story in the comments below! You can combine
your existing knowledge with customer interviews, as well as data from leaders in customer service,
marketing, and sales. By , they expanded the operations by opening another five outlets, and rapidly expanded
to become a distinctive household brand owner that has established its mark on the world stage with its
bakery, restaurant and food atrium footprints. Revolutionising the bakery industry since , the BreadTalk Group
prides itself on delighting you with its blend of unique concepts that have envisioned new food cultures across
our bakery, restaurant, food atrium and 4orth Food Concepts divisions. Each outlet bears the urban, clear
glass, clean cut look punctuated subtly with detailing of contrasting colours of artworks, unique to each locale.
Therefore, BreadTalk have to consistently come out with new product with the best quality to attract
customers. Finally, when it comes to place, you might want to sell your sandwiches someplace like a local
park that is free to access, instead of a high-end country club or fancy restaurant. And the mission is to lead
lifestyle culture with new, innovative changes and creative differentiation to craft products with passion and
vibrancy. The first step in building out an optimized marketing mix would be to identify and define your target
market. Thye Moh Chan is reputed for its authentic hand crafted pastries such as the famous tau sar piah.
These rivals offer very similar products and are priced at around the same. Some buns had a short anecdote to
tell a story. Excluding gain from disposal of property in , operating pro? The pro?


